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Motivation

“ […] the people weren’t ready to agree to integration, so you had to get on 

without telling them too much about what was happening” 

(Pascal Lamy, then Delors’ Chef de Cabinet and later Commissioner, quoted in Ross 1995: 94)

“The European Union […] has taken on a wide range of tasks touching citizens’ lives in many 

different ways. But Europe’s communication with its citizens has not kept pace. […] 

Democracy can flourish only if citizens know what is going on. ” 

(Introduction to the Commission White Paper on Communication, 2006)
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Context and research questions

• Demand for public EU justification increases

o Growing political competences over the last 35 years

o Intensifying public politicisation of the EU

o European Commission figures prominently in controversial public debates
(‘Brussels technocrats’, ‘motor of integration’, or welcomed scapegoat…)

• Doubts whether such justification is actually supplied

o ‘Technocratic mindset’ of Commission officials

o Indirect institutional accountability to the European citizen

o Strategic caution and de-politicization

➢Does the European Commission speak to the ‘ordinary’ citizen?
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The supply of communication: EC press releases 

1. Conscious efforts to convey messages to the general public
- Policy officials, political hierarchies, and spokespersons involved

- Citizens as ‘intended receivers’ 

2. Preferred message before mediatization and framing by others
- Distributed and discussed with Brussels press corps almost daily

- Translated to all official EU languages

3. Most classical and consistently available communication channel
- Long standing experience with this format can be assumed

- Covers major periods of growth in EU competences and public politicisation

➢ Full text corpus of all 44,978 EC press releases 
issued between January 17 1985 and January 8 2021
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Technocratic vs. accessible language

Dimension
Technocratic

language
Accessible
language

Quantitative
indicator

Grammar & Syntax
Complex sentences 
and terminology

Short and concise text 
structure

Flesch/Kincaid
Reading Ease Score

Vocabulary
Specialized

jargon for experts

Familiar and 
commonly used 

words

Average Google 
Books frequency

Action
orientation

Nominal style
(abstract objects, 
states, processes)

Verbal style
(personalized actions, 
clear temp. structure)

Verb-to-noun 
Ratio
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Benchmark data

• Expert-oriented political language

2,332 political science abstracts scraped from the websites 
of five major academic journals

• Political communication by national executives

92,070 press releases from different ministries, departments, and 
agencies of the UK and IRE governments (scraped from gov.uk / gov.ie)

• Public political discourse

Random text samples from the political sections of broadsheet and tabloid 
newspapers (57,765 and 22,160 paragraphs from the British National Corpus) 

A
ccessib

ility
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Rather technocratic communication
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Little improvement over 35 years
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Does the Comm. just speak about different things?

▪ The Commission maybe has to communicate about somehow 
inherently more complex policies !?

▪ (Can complex policies not be clearly communicated to citizens?)

▪ Test for or topic confounding 

o Combine corpora of EC and national press releases (2010-2020)

o Estimate k=20 structural topic model on this joint corpus
(with content covariate for structural differences in word choice)

➢ Compare language indicators by estimated main topic of texts

➢ Compare language indicators in a topic-matched sample
(coarsened exact matching on topic distributions within texts)
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Take-aways

▪ The European Commission still cultivates a very technocratic style
of communicating to the wider European citizenry

▪ In a politicized context this is risky, if not dangerous

o Leaves misunderstandings/interpretation/framing to others

o Supports the narrative of a detached technocratic elite in Brussels

▪ Research on structural obstacles and/or strategic motivations needed

o Disaggregate variation over topics and time

o Link communication to legislative activity

o Consider other communication channels (speeches, social media)
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